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ETH Zurich President Ralph Eichler and Jean-Marc Joerin, President of the Misrock Foundation,
inaugurate the S. Leslie Misrock Lecture Hall in the D-BSSE.

Donations

Giving a boost
Roland Baumann

Thanks to donations from private
donors, ETH Zurich has been
able to set up various new professorships very quickly in recent years. One topic that keeps
arising as a result of these contributions is the university’s research freedom.
In the last decade, ETH Zurich has established around 100 additional professorships and thus set the course for
the future. Around a fifth of these
professorships was established quickly
because the university was able to
count on the support of donors. Various companies and organisations
helped to fund a professorship for five
or ten years with substantial donations to the ETH Zurich Foundation.
The latest examples are the “Sustainable Building” professorship supported
by Holcim and the professorship in
the field of information security, in
which Swisscom is involved.
It is pivotal that these contributions do not affect ETH Zurich’s
research freedom, as ETH President
Ralph Eichler stresses: “A donation
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must make sense for both sides. The
companies expect new, fundamental
knowledge and novel processes in
their particular fields. At the same
time, ETH Zurich plays a major role in
the education of people who will hold
positions of responsibility in companies in the future. For us, it is crucial
for a new professorship to fit the strategic focus. This weighing of interests
already takes place during the initial
talks with potential donors.”
The issue of research freedom is
less pronounced in the case of contributions from foundations and private individuals. But here, too, it is
all about reconciling the concerns of
the contracting partners. One example of this is the start-up funding of
the Biomolecular Engineering Chair
at the Department of Biosystems Science (D-BSSE) in Basel by the foundation of S. Leslie Misrock, who
passed away in 2001. This chemist
and patent attorney from New York
was so impressed by the research location on the elbow of the Rhine that
he established his foundation there
in 1981. It supports research in molecular biology, biotechnology and

similar fields. While the Misrock
Foundation was only able to fund
smaller projects in its early days, after
the sale of assets from the portfolio in
2008 it became involved in larger projects.
The launch of the D-BSSE in 2007
came just at the right time: only three
years after ETH Zurich had moved
into its new location in Basel, the contract for start-up funding for a professorship at ETH Zurich was signed and
the appointment procedure initiated.
Then, in November 2011, the ETH
Board appointed Sai T. Reddy as a tenure-track assistant professor of biomolecular engineering at the D-BSSE.
This internationally renowned researcher from the University of Colorado in Boulder (USA) is regarded as
one of the co-founders of systems immunology as a research field. ■

Research freedom
The ETH Zurich Foundation plays a pivotal
role in research freedom for donations to ETH
Zurich. As an independent, non-profit foundation, it conducts negotiations with potential partners and, together with ETH Zurich, is
the joint contracting partner for the donors.
It provides the university with funds for new
professorships. ETH Zurich then conducts its
ordinary appointment procedure with checks
and balances: it appoints a commission, to
which ETH Zurich professors in the field and
experts from other universities and industry
belong.
The commission evaluates the applications
and draws up a recommendation for the
President of ETH Zurich, who conducts the
negotiations. If these go well, he puts forward a motion to the ETH Board to appoint
the new professor.
www.ethz-foundation.ch ➔
www.facultyaffairs.ethz.ch/berufungen/
index_EN ➔

